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Constitution

Part A: Definition and Goals

Article 1- The Name of Federation, Sport & office:
1-1 World O-Sport Federation (WOF) is a non-profit, non-governmental, non-political international sport organization, responsible of all O-Sport disciplines that founded on 15th December 2005 by Master Manouchehri and has been released to world of Sports.
1-2 Multi-stage technical structure of the O-Sport is formed of traditional games and personal arts based in crossing water and land by method of Achaemenes Chapars and pitched battle in original Persian tribes. O-Sport has been modernized by studies and researches utilizing science of relief and rescue as well as fast response techniques and finally became the industry of Obstacle Multi-Stage Sports called Original Persian Sports. These developed obstacle sports are categorized as Aqua O-Sport, Artistic O-Sport, Mind O-Sport, Precision O-Sport and Combat O-Sport. The current secretariat in Iran is the city of Hamedan, but with the general assembly’s decision the secretariat can be moved to anywhere in the world.

Article 2- language and WOF symbols:
2-1 The main WOF language is Persian & English.
2-2 WOF has a logo in form of a circle with five branches of symbol of five continents and five modals of O-Sport fields. And this logo is for WOF only and each kind of changes approved by WOF Board of Directors and General Assembly.

Article 3- WOF activity and colleagues:
The main WOF work is developing the O-Sport and its competition methods and WOF colleagues are as the following:
3-1 National O-Sport Governing Bodies (NGBs)
3-2 Continental O-Sport Organizations (COs), that are including;
3-3 Pan American O-Sport Organization
3-4 African O-Sport Organization
3-5 Asian & Oceana O-Sport Organization
3-5 European O-Sport Organization

Article 4- aims & goals of WOF:
4-1 WOF is demonstrator of freedom of sports and because of its voluntary nature, its athletes do not have to do a style of competition methods, they can choose one of them, arbitrary.
4-2 Preferment of O-Sport in National and International levels and taking essential steps towards this goal.
4-3 Represent the interested members to authorities of the other federations, media and the society, in national and international levels.
4-4 Preferment and sport communication between Manochehri’s O-Sport Promotion center with all federations of different nations, O-Sport Athletes, Coaches, Referees and take advantage of this facility.
4-5 Control and guaranty of all standard rules for developing the O-Sport at world.
4-6 Guidance of O-Sport for WOF cooperation with National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies in order to develop of this sport as specialized relief, rescue sports & fast respond.

4-7 Guidance of O-Sport for WOF membership in GAISF, AIMS and IOC in order to entering this sport at Summer Olympic Games.

4-8 Presentation of O-Sport as a scientific sport with the essential standards and developing and spread it in all sport societies

4-9 Respect and observance of the charter of the WOF founding committee

4-10 Supporting and guidance toward the Continental Games such as Asian Games and African Games and Valid World Games such as World Games, CSIT, FISU, CSIM.

4-11 According WADA rules, against doping and prevent to use the prohibited power materials,

4-12 To promote the training courses such as: courses, seminars and symposium.

4-13 Holding continental and world championship and international humanitarian Games.

4-14 Grant technical Certificate, referees and judgment certificates as well as License and permissions

4-15 Grant Membership and representation

**Article 5- the methods of accomplishment in WOF:**

5-1 To supervises and controls the National Organizations under its supervision

5-2 Organizing the different O-Sport events, continental championships, and world and intercontinental championships world cup.

5-3 Organizing training courses, coaching and judgment courses in various levels and technical and theoretical courses at national and international levels

**Article 6- the Arbitration:**

In Olympic Games and other sporting events, disputes as well as government Interventions in the Internal Affairs of WOF National Organizations must be referred to Sport’s International Court of Arbitration for Sports (CAS) and to handle them based on the arbitration’s code.

**Article 7- WOF members:**

There are three kinds of members in WOF:

7-1 **Full members:**
Full members are those members who their National O-Sport Association/ Federation recognized as independent organization introduced on behalf of Sport Ministry and National Olympic Committee of their country formally to WOF.

7-1-1 Three people in WOF General Assemblies have the right to participate.

7-1-2 One of each full member to the WOF board director’s candidacy has the right to vote.

7-1-3 One vote from each full member in General Assembly and elections will be accepted

7-2 **Membership conditions of Full Members:**
A recognition letter on behalf of Sport Ministry and National Olympic Committee of that country that declares their National O-Sport Association/ Federation is a recognized as independent Organization under national rules.

7-2-1 A formal copy of constitution and also a formal copy from each part of internal rules.

7-2-2 A list from their Board of Directors member of national O-sport organization.

7-2-3 Annually membership fee
7-3 **Associated members:**
Associated members are those members who their National O-Sport Association/ Federation recognized under another national Sport or Multi Sport organization, Recognized and introduced on behalf of Sport Ministry and National Olympic Committee of their country formally to WOF.

7-3-1 Three people in WOF General Assemblies have the right to participate.
7-3-2 Associated members has no right to introduce candidates for election of WOF Board of Directors to general Assembly.
7-3-3 One vote from each associated member in General Assembly and elections will be accepted.

7-4 **Membership conditions of Associated Members:**
7-4-1 A recognition letter on behalf of National Sport or Multi Sport Federation of that country that declares their National O-Sport organization is under legal rules of their country.
7-4-2 A formal copy of constitution and also a formal copy from each one of internal rules.
7-4-3 A list from their Board of Directors member of national O-sport organization.
7-4-4 Annually membership fee

7-5 **Affiliate members:**
Affiliate members call to members who their National O-Sport Association/ Federation of their country isn't registered by Sport ministry or national Olympic committee yet.

7-5-1 Three people in WOF General Assemblies have the right to participate
7-5-2 Affiliated members has no right to introduce candidates for election of WOF Board of Directors to general Assembly.
7-5-3 Affiliated members has no right to in General Assembly

7-6 **Membership qualifications of Affiliate members:**
7-6-1 Complete membership Application with signature and stomp.
7-6-2 A copy of national O-Sport organization constitution & copy of national internal rules
7-6-3 List of Board of Directors active members
7-6-4 Annually membership fee

7-7 **Founders Committee**
WOF Founders Committee is in depended Committee that established WOF on 2005 in Hamedan.

7-7-1 Three people from Founders Committee have the right to participate in WOF General Assembly's
7-7-2 One of Founders Committee to the WOF board director's candidacy has the right to vote.
7-7-3 Tow person from Founders Committee as candidates in Election Assembly will be accepted

**Article 8- Break up and the method of the WOF members:**
A member will be excluding for the following reasons:
8-1 In cases that for a year there was no participate in the WOF’s events
8-2 In cases that WOF receives a written document from his/ her member, in which the member declares the withdraw without mentioning the reason.
8-3 In cases that WOF offer any document indicating an administrative and financial infringement or non-payment of membership fees, in two successive years.

8-4 In the cases that WOF receives any document of disobeying the WOF eminent values and the rights of the founding committee.

8-5 In the cases that WOF receives any document that its members cooperate with any other international sport organization Work parallel with WOF.

8-6 In the situation that WOF receives any documents that indicating the intervention of the governing system of sports in the internal affairs of the Board of Directors, executive operations, discrimination, racism, O-Sport development and General Assembly of the national O-Sport federation of the related country.

8-7 In order to exclude a member from the members list, when is a WOF member, it needs to send an official suggestion to the General Assembly to send an official suggestion from BD to the General Assembly, and the final decision should will make by half plus one of Board of Directors members.

8-8 In order to exclude a member from the members list, after completing the file, at first a written notice is announced within in two- steps with a maximum time interval of two months and then during three months’ process, member after decisions of the executive board of WOF, with an official statement suspended. And then in a week after issuing a third warning breakup of the members is issued.

Article 9 - WOF budgets

WOF budgets are included as follow:

9-1 National Olympic Committees (NOCs) Support of the countries or sport Authorities of member countries.

9-2 Different sponsorships, cooperation’s, donations, and the companies’ sponsorship.

9-3 The incomes of sports event that WOF organizing them. distribution right

9-4 The incomes from selling of products and training courses and issuing rulings

9-5 Annually membership fee from its members

9-6 All prices and annual membership fees and their financial cases and their different under takings, specify by BD and they would be confirmed in WOF General Assemblies. in order to growth of sport activity, WOF is allowed to make financial contracts with real or legal persons or for charitable aims under the supervision of WOF BD and also any use of WOF name and logo in financial or commercial works without WOF ’s President agreement is seriously forbidden

Article 10- facilities and services:

The Federation offers these services:

10-1 The international magazine and the booklet of member.

10-2 Written report from General Assembly.

10-3 Written report from BD meetings.

10-4 Incomes & Expenses report.

10-5 The World Internet website.

10-6 Advertising of virtual space.
Part B: WOF Agents

**Article 11- WOF Agents:**

WOF agents are included as follow:

11-1 General Assembly
11-2 Board of Directors
11-3 President
11-4 Treasurer
11-5 Independent Observers
11-6 Substitute members
11-7 Headquarter Committees including permanent Committees (Technical and Development Committee, Referees and Competitions Committee, Discipline and Juridical Committee, Anti-Doping and Sport Medicine Committee, Workers and Sport for all Committee, Athlete’s Committee, Women’s Committee, Marketing and Products Committee) and Temporary Committees is create to carry out certain tasks in a limited time period. Each committee will have one president, vice president, secretary and several members for these committees. Tasks and performance defined by special regulations that written by Board of Directors, and shouldn't interfere with the tasks of the internal committees.

**Article-12 General Assembly:**

12-1 General Assembly position
12-2-1 General Assembly is known as the best decision-making pillar of WOF.
12-2-2 The General assembly is holding every two years with presence of members and simultaneously with the international events of WOF.
12-2-3 The Assembly is formed as normal and extraordinary.
12-2-4 The president of WOF is the president of the assembly, and responsible for meeting management.
12-2-5 If for any reason, president can't take part in General Assembly; the Secretary General is responsible for his/her tasks.

12-2 Members of General Assembly:
12-2-1 WOF president
12-2-2 Three person of each Full or Associate or Affiliate members.
12-2-3 Representatives of the Athletes Committee (a WOF Champion person (man or woman)).
12-2-4 Representatives of the Referee Committee (a WOF Referee person (man or woman)).
12-2-5 Representatives of the Coaches Committee (a WOF coach person (man or woman)).
12-2-6 Representatives of the Founders Committee (two people)

12-3 General Assembly Authority:
12-3-1 Selection by dismissal of the WOF Board of Directors.
12-3-2 Approval of memberships.
12-3-3 Changes in constitution.
12-3-4 Determine the supervisory committee in order to checking minutes of the pervious assembly and obtain to approval from the current Assembly and any subject. (In case of voting)
12-3-5 Determine the election committee in order to voting and counting the votes.
12-3-6 Approval of annual financial report.
12-3-7 Approval of the operational program, annual budget, budget addition.
12-3-8 Approval of the federation activity report.
12-3-9 Determine independent auditor in order to investigation of annual financial report.
12-3-10 Approval of the proposed membership right of federation Board of Directors
12-3-11 Admission or dismissal of a member
12-3-12 Determine the rang of authority of the Board of Directors and Committee.
12-3-13 Investigation to request members based on content of this constitution.
12-3-14 Select Vices president, Treasurer, Secretary General

12-4 General Assembly Quorum
12-4-1 The Assembly is recognition with half plus one.

12-4-2 If the Assembly doesn’t reach the quorum, in order to make decision about subject of Assembly it should be within the maximum of 45 working days after that, the Assembly makes a meeting with the same agenda.
12-4-3 the quorum of second meeting is half plus one member, unless the subject of the agenda is about the suggest to modify the federation’s constitution

12-5 General Assembly Decisions:
12-5-1 Except mentioned items in constitution, the vote of most people that present at the Assembly meeting is valid for decision, and counting votes can determine the exact number of votes. Unacceptable votes are considered invalid.
12-5-2 If in each case need to obtain vote be necessary, the president of General Assembly can determine the method of voting with raise the hand, in the paper, written and with electronic devices.
12-5-3 Voting for matter such as selects or dismisses of board members, proposal to modify the constitution and admission or expulsion of member, should be kept secret.

12-6 Ordinary Assembly
12-6-1 The Assembly is formed every two years once
12-6-2 The Board of Directors should be determined date, location and agenda, at least 60 days before the date of the Assembly.
12-6-3 The written invitation of Assembly should be sent to all members at least 45 days before the meeting. Along with it invitation, agenda, financial report, auditor report, observer report and other related items, will be sent to members. In addition to sending a written invitation, send by electric post and message. The invitation criterion is the same written invitation.

12-7 Extraordinary Assembly, Formation Form, Contents of the agenda of the extraordinary Assembly.
12-7-1 With two- third vote of the members of the Boards of Directors
12-7-2 With the written request of two-fifth members of the Assembly.
12-7-3 Monopoly subject of review to agenda.
12-7-4 Agenda and date of the meeting is suggesting by applicators.
12-7-5 The Assembly restricted to review the order.
12-7-6 21 Working days before the date of the Assembly, in writing the date and order of Assembly shall be announced to members by Secretary General.

12-8 Election:
12-8-1 Election when there isn’t any candidate for each post on the Board of Directors its maybe done in obvious and with showing the hand, but if there is one candidate for each post on the board of directors, then the election is doing secretly.
12-8-2 Each candidate for each post in the Board of Directors, should obtain at least half plus one votes.
12-8-3 votes of present people in meeting are counting, and it’s possible the absence people, one week before the voting, simultaneously send their votes in the form of written or electronically to the General Assembly.

12-9 The date of implementation of the resolutions of The General Assembly:
12-9-1 Resolutions of the Assembly will be implemented maximum of 30 days after the decision making. Unless the Assembly determined another date for the implementation of the resolution.

Article 13- Board of Directors:
13 -1 Board of Directors elect for a 4years course in General Assembly, Board of Directors After a logical explanation, when the Board of Directors diagnoses a problem in the committee or that a new committee should be made, it can hold elections. And this decision should be made by the majority of half plus one of the Board of Directors. Anyhow, if the Board of Directors is not able to do his tasks, the newly made Board of Directors should finish the rest of the previous Board’s work.
13-2 The exact numbers of elect members are included as follow, the president, four continental vice-presidents (African, American, Asian Oceania, and European), secretary general, treasurer and two members who are totally 9 persons. In cases such as sudden death, exclusion or the declining of any previous elect members, two additional members are elected, in addition to the fixed members, to act as the substitute.
13-3 At first members of the General Assembly select the nine-members of boards and then the boards at its internal session select president, Secretary General, Trouser and Vices-president.
13-4 The Board of Directors members is allowed to sponsor the federation in emergency cases. A member position is honorary and doesn’t necessitate receiving any salary.
13-5 Making any misuse from WOF’s logo & WOF’s name, contract, trade contract to do different work, commissions or any financial payment for the executive committee members, without accord by the president is elicited. it forbidden for the executive board. Any infringement of these actions leads to exclude the Board of Directors members.
13-6 Any of Board of Directors members have to present a confirmation letter by their NOC or sport ministry for candidacy of their positions. The named letter is not necessary to be provided for the founders’ committee members for the WOF.

Article14 - President:
WOF President is WOF legal representative and has the following responsibilities:
14-1 WOF’s president such as other the Board of Directors members, has the right to vote.
14-2 Participate in meetings of the General Assembly and the Board of Directors.
14-3 Control the implementation of decisions that presented by Assembly in the Board of Directors.
14-4 Supporting of National members and continental federation and help to develop the global O-Sport movement around the world.

14-5 Respect to the idea of the WOF founding board and encourage members to observe the rules and regulations.

14-6 Encourage members to develop O-Sport in order to obtain identification from the ministry of sports and the national Olympic Committee of the countries and assist in the implementation of this article.

14-7 Financial support of WOF and upgrade budget.

14-8 Supervision on the work of the Secretary General.

14-9 Holding annual meetings of the WOF board of directors.

14-10 Attended meeting with Olympic committees /the ministry of sports and IOC and Sport accord partners.

14-11 Encouraging companies and business partner to support and investing in WOF.

**Article 15- Senior Vice-President /Secretary General:**
Secretary General is responsible for administrative and official affairs, and base on agreements, selected by internal rules, it has the following responsibilities;

15-1 Control the implementation of decisions that made by The Board and Assembly

15-2 Supervision on committees work and continental federations.

15-3 Make sure about that members and affiliated committees in order to achieve their goals have deserved performance.

15-4 Singing the representative and points and important document.

15-5 Participate in General Assembly meetings and Board of Directors.

15-6 Regulation the minutes of General Assembly and Board of Directors and Affiliate committees.

15-7 Regulation meetings of the Board of Directors and WOF’s annual calendar.

15-8 Regulation the development program and necessary counseling with the Olympic movement and IOC partners.

15-9 WOF correspondences included regulation invitations and instructions.

15-10 Supervision and communicate with vices presidents, Board of Directors members and committees and them activates.

15-11 If WOF’s president be absent or unavailable, Secretary General responsible for his affairs.

15-12 Manage and control the existing WOF’s accounts and budget.

15-13 Organizing the Secretariat.

15-14 Employing the employment in WOF Secretariat or ending their activities.

15-15 Introducing management personnel to the president.

15-16 WOF’s Secretary General such as other board members have the right to vote.

15-17 Secretary General of the World O-Sport Federation is always the representative of the national sports federation in Islamic Republic of Iran and permanently O-Sport secretary will be in Hamedan, the center of World O-Sport movement.

**Article16 – Vices Presidents:**
The board of WOF has four Vice president, each vice president is responsible for administrative and executive affairs in related continent, and should elect based on accomplished agreements according to internal rules and has the following responsibilities:
16-1 Vice presidents are responsible for part of the WOF affairs that is based on the decisions of The Board of Directors, and manage them. And also they are executing commands that issued by president of WOF.
16-2 Participation at meetings of General Assemblies and Board of Directors.
16-3 Necessary cooperation with Committees
16-4 Developing and supervising on O-Sport activities in related continent.
16-5 Organizing the Federation of related Continent and control and supervision on its actions
16-6 WOF Vice- Presidents has right of common vote such as the other Board of Directors members.

Article 17-Treasurer:
Treasurer is responsible for WOF exchequer and she/he should elect as accomplished agreement and according to internal rules, and she/he has the following responsibilities:
17-1 collects the right of membership in Federation account
17-2 Regulating the budget
17-3 Control and supervision on marketing and production Headquarter Committees
17-4 Treasurer and General Secretary have access to WOF bank account and the checks are always signed by treasurer and his/her representative.
17-5 Treasurer is obligated that register all incomes and federation fees in the registry office.

Article 18 – Observers:
18-1 General Assembly selects the main in observers and substitute observers.
18-2 In depended observers are selected by the General Assembly for a two-year course. Their re-selected is not limited.
18-3 Observers must be having an academic education in the field of auditing or have official and confirmed records in field of observers.
18-4 The observers should be presented financial performance report to the General Assembly at least once a year.

Article 19- Substitute members:
19-1 At the time of the Election in General Assemblies, always two person are selected as substitute members, that remain in reserve mode in the Board of Directors. But until the active their responsibilities, they don’t have any right to interfere in decision - making.

Article 20- Headquarter committees:
The federation in order to doing affairs, making the following committees, respectively;
20-1 Temporary Committees;
20-1-1 if needed, the Board of directors can create temporary committees in order to doing special tasks in one limited time. each committee have one president, vice president, secretary and several members will have for the committee. Tasks and how to how to function define through the special regulations that written by president.
20-2 Permanent Committees;
20-2-1 Permanent Committees; the number and tasks these committees will base on regulation That codifying and approval by president of federation.
20-2-2 Base on suggestion of the president of committees and the ruling of the General Secretaries of the federation, the secretaries of the committees are appointment Between the staff and without the right to vote do their task.
20-2-3 Through the secretary General and after confirmation by the president of federation, all Suggestion are presented to the Board of Directors.

20-2-4 According to the proposal of president of committee and after approved by president of Federation Committee, members are selected between specialist and undertaking Women (at least one-third of the members of the committee) and men.

**Article 21 – WOF Technical & Developing Committee:**

21-1 As it is clear from its name, the technical committee is the responsible for technical Actions of the federation. The technical and the judgment committee of the federation is Obliged to present annually the latest technical and judgment changes to the Representatives as a book (with English language) at the end of the year.

21-2 The technical committee members are honorary and they do not have any occupational salary and profits. But the president of technical committee, who is the most important Technical member of the federation in all around the world and is elected from the Executive board, necessitates the occupational profits which are paid him/her in the written contracts with the executive board.

21-3 The occupational salary and profits of the technical committee president are provided from the technical seminars incomes.

**Article 22 - Referee Committee and competitions:**

22-1 As it is clear from its name, the referee committee is the responsible for judgment affairs, holding referees courses, judging federation championships and competitions. The federation referee committee has authority that offer to the representatives, the last referee changes and vicissitudes in form of booklet in English Language every year at the end of the year.

22-2 The referee committee members are honorary and they do not have any occupational salary and profits. But the president of referee committee, who is the most important technical member of the federation in all around the world and is elected from the executive board, necessitates the occupational profits which are paid him/her in the written contracts with the executive board.

22-3 The occupational salary and profits of the referee committee president are provided from the referee seminars incomes.

**Article 23 - juridical & Disciplinary Committee:**

23-1 The juridical & disciplinary committee is responsible for juridical& disciplinary jobs for Federation and WOF's members. It holds its meetings simultaneously to the other Meetings and general assemblies.

23-2 The president of juridical & Disciplinary affairs committee, simultaneously with holding the Election of the board of directors is appointed by president of WOF.

23-3 The juridical & disciplinary Committee members are honorary.

**Article 24 – Fight against Doping and Sport & Medical Committee:**

24-1 The Fight against Doping and Sport & Medical Committee is responsible for WOF's members and fighter's health and fight against doping. It holds its meetings simultaneously to the other meetings and general assemblies. This Committee has general bylaw and it is presence in all WOF's international events.
24-2 The WOF Fight against Doping and Sport & Medical Committee members are honorary.

**Article 25- Worker Sport and Sport for all Committee:**

25-1 The Worker Sport and Sport for all Committee is responsible for O-Sport development at international worker’s sport federations (CSIT) and World association of sport for all, and presence in its events. It holds its meetings simultaneously to the other meetings and general assemblies. This Committee has general bylaw.

25-2 The WOF Worker Sport and Sport for all Committee members are honorary.

**Article 26- Athletes committee:**

26-1 The Athletes committee is responsible for handling to athletes’ affairs. It holds its meetings simultaneously to the other meetings and general assemblies. This Committee has general bylaw and presence in at all WOF’s international competitions.

26-2 The WOF’s Athletes Committee members are honorary.

**Article 27-Women Committee:**

27-1 The women Committee is responsible for WOF women affairs. It holds its meetings simultaneously to the other meetings and general assemblies. This Committee has general bylaw and presence in all WOF’s international competitions.

27-2 The WOF’s women Committee members are honorary.

**Article 28- Marketing & Products Committee:**

28-1 The Marketing & Products Committee is responsible for WOF marketing and economic affairs. It holds its meetings simultaneously to the other meetings and general assemblies. This Committee has general bylaw.

28-2 The WOF Marketing & Products Committee members are not honorary and they receive percent salary from incomes yield from WOF’s Marketing & Products Committee & economy.

**Part C: The General Agreements**

**Article 29 – The General WOF Agreements:**

29-1 O-Sport Events

29-1-1 In O-Sport Events (mentioned in constitutions) that is organized by WOF, only the athletes & federations’ members or WOF’s association members are allowed to participant.

29-1-2 All sport matches relating to O-Sport are controlled and arranged only from the WOF Board of Directors, like the other sport events.

29-1-3 All economic & marketing cases & all of the sponsors in every event is control under the supervision of the WOF Secretary General.

29-2 Federation Stamp:

29-2-1 WOF owns a round stamp with the name of World O-Sport Federation WOF on it.

29-2-2 Whenever, the executive Committee diagnoses, the shape and kind of the stamp can be changed and this change should be confirmed at a general assembly.

29-3 Federation head Paper:
29-3-1 WOF has an official head paper. At the top of this head paper is the name of World O-Sport Federation WOF in Persian & English and at the bottom, there is the WOF General Assembly address.

29-3-2 All president communication has one formal head paper and at the top of this is the name of World O-Sport Federation WOF in Persian & English languages, and at the bottom there is the WOF General Assembly address.

29-4 Time & Place of codifying the Constitution:

29-4-1 This constitution is composed of in 3 part and 29 articles and has been edited by the proficient experts of O-Sport in Persian and English languages on December 2005, and updated as well as resolved that ratify by members at General Assemblies.

29-4-2 Any copy and illegal or commercial usage of this constitution, without coordination with the World O-Sport Federation, is against the international rules and regulations and leads to the legal investigation.